Director of Development
We are seeking an experienced Director of Development to join the Confirmation.com team in our rapidly
growing Del Ray Beach, FL office. The person in this position will work with an onshore and offshore team, and
will work with other managers in the development organization. SCRUM experience is a must. This position
requires a deep understanding of the Microsoft Development Tools such as MVC pattern, .NET, Angular, and
SQL Server database. The person in this position must also have experience leading a development
organization, and have a sound knowledge of architecting existing and new products.

Responsibilities











Meets business needs by managing the activities of developers consistently delivering quality solutions
on-time, within budget, and scope
Provide technical leadership, vision, direction, and mentoring for multiple software development teams
Deliver product and feature roadmaps and provide overall leadership and day-to -day management for
multiple teams of software development professionals.
Provide resource planning and project scheduling using Agile/Scrum software development
methodologies
Actively drives the development life-cycle from requirements analysis, feasibility estimates, design,
code, documentation, testing, implementation, and support
Support change management process to manage software releases, application patching and changes
to production configurations
Manage multiple tasks and responsibilities in high-pressure environments; excelling at pinpointing and
resolving problems in early project stages to avoid cost/time expenses.
Oversight and management of department expenses and budget planning
Work closely with the Business Analyst team as well as other teams, developers and senior
management to build new features and applications
Attend business review and requirement meetings with clients and third parties as needed

Qualifications







A Bachelor’s degree in computer science or engineering from a leading 4-year college or university is
preferred; or equivalent combination of education and experience
Minimum seven years of .Net experience in developing web applications using C#, Angular, Type
script, JavaScript, JQuery, CSS, HTML, Bootstrap, Entity Framework, and SQL
Expert in using SCRUM software development methodology
Solid knowledge of three tier application development and object-oriented design
Experience working with software, hardware, data and testing standards
Strong communication, analytical and problem-solving skills

Compensation


Compensation commensurate with experience and education

About Confirmation.com
Confirmation.com is the world’s leading provider of secure online audit confirmations. Today, more than 16,000
audit firms use Confirmation.com to send audit confirmation requests to companies, financial institutions and law
firms worldwide. For more information, visit Confirmation.com.
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